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Massing: SPACE DIVISION:

total squaremeters:    2161,0 m²
Car park included:   4358,0 m²
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ground floor plan 1:400 PIAZZA AXONOMETRY

STRUCTURAL SECTIONS 1:100

connection to arts & crafts & place & time:

Position:

The building mass is located to create a 
new low steet framing building mass to 
the piazza facing the the main church 

facade.

Simple massing units:

Massing is kept simple with clear out-
lines as in typical florentine building 

typologies

Re-interpretation of orna-
mentation:

The facades are constructed with rusted 
steel wire mesh structure that matches 
the colors of the building details in the 

piazza. The wavy openings are cut to 
the mesh in a way they resemble the 

openigns and ornaments of the former 
building facades

Fountain:

The canopy and the holes in the ground 
have a waterfall alike fountain elements 
added to them to embed the building 
to idea of piazza and to also have re-
semblance to Arno river, that had a 

profound role in establsihing the textile 
industry to Florence

Materials:

Tactile materials are selected to create 
an atmosphere suitable for arts and 

crafts museum. The rusted iron that is 
used as a textile resembling structure 
together with pleated steel plates have 
a reference to the past but are used in a 

contemporary way.

Ruin:

The holes in the ground provide light 
underground but also create a ruin 

alike feeling that describes the museum 
function

Emphasize on workshops:

The workshops spaces are located above 
ground to inspiring see-through spaces that 

make the artisan work practises visible to the 
piazza. The spaces can be used as part of the 
museum tour or they can be rented out for 

artisans or other enthusiasts to work on their 
craft products.

Division:

The building is divided into smaller 
parts to preserve the views from the 

approacching streets .

Shift:

The main block in the middle is shifted 
towards the piazza to dodge the exis-

ting fountain and to create a dominant 
entrance part for the building

Drop:

Holes are digged to the ground to bring 
the rest of the building functions and 

light underground

Connect:

A canopy is added to connect the 
blocks above groung

Workshops

Offices
Open theather

Auditorium

Machines + 
Storage

Exhibitions

Lobby + services

Ground floor:

-1 floor:

-2 floor:

Parking:

51.5 m²

Workshop,
gold & silver

41.5 m²

Workshop,
textiles

53.5 m²

Workshop,
textiles

54.0 m²

Workshop,
poor metals

Shallow pool / 
Outdoor exhibition

Shallow pool / open square area

Statue of Dante,
relocated to it's original place

+0.00
+0.00

+0.00

+0.00

+0.00
+0.00
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Main entrance

Secondary 
entrance

Existing fountain

Existing restaurant terraces

Open 
theather
192 seats
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Existing restaurant terraces

-0.05

Existing benches relocated

Boarderlines 
of existing
pavement

Existing restaurant terraces

Existing street lights installed to 
their original location

-0.05

fracture

entrance workshop space: textiles exhibition hall: precious metals office space exit ruote park: shallow pool

STAFF SPACES:

 Lobby: 39,5 m²
	 Offices:	93,0	m²
	 Dressing:	27,0	m²

Auditorium
344,0 m²
392	seats

Toilets
30,0 m²

Car park

Exhibitions Exhibitions
Tech

Open theather

Workshop

Bookshop
98,5 m²

Open 
theather

Lobby area
137,0	m²

Storage
96,5 m²

Machine room
186,5 m²

Existing	pavement

Shallow pool 
with	plants

Workshop

Offices

Entrance 
lobby

Fountain

Thin	steel	canopy	structu-
re	with	integrated	water	

fountain	devices

Underground
lobby

Technical	installations

Steel	structure	with	
integrated	glass	wall

Mirroring	solid	
glass	panel

Exhibition,
fabrics

289,0 m²

Exhibition,
poor	metals

280,0 m²

Exhibition,
precious	
metals

285,0 m²
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